Metal detecting clubs host organized hunts in America and around the world. Searchers compete to find treasure and prize tokens. At the sound of the starting gun, this excited youth races for the hunt field.
Where will your adventure begin?

Maybe it will be recovering lost jewelry at the beach?
Maybe it will be prospecting for gold in the mountains and streams?
Or finding rare coins where people worked and lived centuries ago?
Or turning up long-forgotten history that helps today’s kids better understand yesterday?

Garrett Metal Detectors provide superior quality, rugged performance and a whole lot of fun. Your research and your imagination can lead you to all sorts of exciting treasure recoveries.

So, get a Garrett and start your adventure today!
First gold specimens found with the AT Gold by Travis M., during field testing in Idaho.

Two tiny nuggets found by Bob (RC) in the northwestern U.S with his AT Gold and the 4.5" Super Sniper searchcoil. The 3 grain (left) was found over 1" deep in bedrock and the 12½ grain (right) was found at 2" in bedrock.

28 grams of gold found by an ACE 350 user in the Adelaide Hills of Australia.

28 grams of gold found by an ACE 350 user in the Adelaide Hills of Australia.

Frank of Queensland, Australia found this 92-gram gold nugget with his Infinium LS.

Manabu S. of Surrey, British Columbia paid for his ACE 250 in one hunt by finding this 14k solid gold ring.

This early period belt buckle was found in England by Morley H. of Burnham on Sea, Somerset, with his AT Pro International.

This 7-ounce pile of 18k gold jewelry was found in 2011 by Chris V. while on a Caribbean vacation with his Infinium LS.

A silver Caesar Augustus coin, circa 27 BC–14 AD, found by Engjell A. of Albania.

Roman intaglio found by Jan V. of Slovakia with a GTI 2500.

A tiny gold nugget found with the AT Gold in Idaho by Gerry McMullen. The nugget is shown next to a piece of No. 9 birdshot, also found using the 4.5" Super Sniper searchcoil. The 3 grain (left) was found over 1" deep in bedrock and the 12½ grain (right) was found at 2" in bedrock.

TreasureWall

Silver and Gold

A tiny gold nugget found with the AT Gold in Idaho by Gerry McMullen.

Bob S. of Florida found these coins with his Infinium. From above left, clockwise, are: a 1550 French coin; a Spanish gold escudo; and a pair of 4-reale Spanish cobs from 1619.

This ancient gold cross of Celtic origin was found by ACE 250 user Houston M. on a Florida beach.

The medallion was found with an ACE 250 by Bartlomiej W. of Wroclaw, Poland.

28 grams of gold found by an ACE 350 user in the Adelaide Hills of Australia.

To see these and other great treasures, see our Garrett Searcher newsletter archives on garrett.com
Share Your Treasure Adventures With Garrett

JEWELRY

(Right) A platinum and diamond ring found by AT Pro user Sonny P. while hunting both wet and dry sand areas at Myrtle Beach, SC.

(Left) Nathan M. of St. Thomas, Ontario found this 18k gold ring with 35 diamonds while using an AT Pro.

(Right) Imanit

(Left) This 28-gram ancient Roman gold seal ring was found with a GTI 2500 in Romania by Iuliu-Cristinel P.

(Left) Ian O. of the Netherlands found these gold treasures in lakes with his AT Gold.

(Right) This beautiful medieval era bracelet was found in the French Alps with a GTI 1500 by Florian B. of France.

(Left) Jason K. of North Augusta, SC found this King George II half penny with his ACE 250.

(Right) One gold and two silver Roman coins found by a GTP 1350 user in Europe. The rare gold coin is worth about €20,000!

(Right) Twenty years after losing his prized 14k gold and diamond ring, Brooks H. bought a Garrett GTP 1350 and recovered his own lost treasure.

(Right) Twenty years after losing his prized 14k gold and diamond ring, Brooks H. bought a Garrett GTP 1350 and recovered his own lost treasure.

COINS AND CACHE

(Above) Ian B. of England found more than 2,800 Fourth Century bronze Roman coins with his Garrett GTI 1500.

(Right) Obverse and reverse of a 1674 Charles II farthing coin. It was found in New Zealand by Dave B. with his ACE 250.

(Right) A 1789 Spanish reale found with an AT Pro by Curtis M. of Lexington, MA.

(Above) Colleyville, TX resident Bob F. was hunting a freshwater lake swimming area when he found this impressive 49-diamond, 14k gold ring.

(Left) John H. of England found this Bulgari 18-carat ring with 24 diamonds with his Sea Hunter.

(Right) A 1789 Spanish reale found with an AT Pro by Curtis M. of Lexington, MA.

(Above) Gold Roman ring found by Jean-Philippe L. of Chagny, France with his GTP 1350.

(Right) One gold and two silver Roman coins found by a GTP 1350 user in Europe. The rare gold coin is worth about €20,000!

(Right) ACE 250 user Bill W. found this diamond ring—appraised at $4,665—in a lake in Lake City, MI.

(Above) Obverse and reverse of a 1674 Charles II farthing coin. It was found in New Zealand by Dave B. with his ACE 250.

(Right) One gold and two silver Roman coins found by a GTP 1350 user in Europe. The rare gold coin is worth about €20,000!

(Above) Ian B. of England found more than 2,800 Fourth Century bronze Roman coins with his Garrett GTI 1500.

(Left) Nathan M. of St. Thomas, Ontario found this 18k gold ring with 35 diamonds while using an AT Pro.

(Right) This 62 BC era Roman coin was found by Jean-Philippe L. of Chagny, France, with his GTP 1350.

(History awaits those who seek it!)
Prospecting streams and tailing piles in Idaho

Mineralized soils are no match for the new AT Gold.

(Right) Gold nuggets found in Alaska by Steve H. with AT Gold.

Waterproof to 10 Feet
**AT Gold™ Key Features**

- **True All-Metal, Motion Deepseeking Mode:** Provides deepest detection and sensitivity in mineralized soils.
- **All-Metal Iron Audio™:** GARRETT EXCLUSIVE feature that audibly identifies iron while operating in a True All Metal Mode. (Also available in the two Discrim Modes)
- **Ground Balance Window™:** GARRETT EXCLUSIVE feature that allows user to “spread” the ground balance setting to reduce the response to subtle ground variations.
- **Adjustable Threshold:** Allows user to manually adjust the audio threshold (constant background sound) to better hear targets.
  - Pro Mode Audio: Proportional Audio and Tone Roll Audio features allow user to hear subtle changes in target’s response to better judge its conductivity, size, shape, depth.
  - High-Res Iron Discrimination™: Allows user to set iron discrimination to one of 44 levels for precise ability to separate good targets from trash.
  - Digital Target ID: 0 to 99 Target ID scale offers increased ability to distinguish one target’s conductivity from another.
- **Fast Recovery Speed:** Allows greater ability to pick out good targets amongst trash.
- **All Terrain Versatility:** Weatherproof housing designed for dusty, humid or wet environments; unit can be submerged to a maximum 10-foot depth.
- **18 kHz frequency:** Improved detection of small targets, gold nuggets, jewelry, etc.
- **Ground Balance:** Automatic and manually adjustable for improved performance.
- **Graphic Target Analyzer™ (GTA):** Identifies target’s conductivity.
- **Continuous Coin Depth Indicator:** to determine target depth.
- **Battery Condition Indicator:** shows battery life continually.
- **Search Modes:** 3 plus electronic pinpointing
  - Select from All-Metal, Discrim 1, Discrim 2
- **Pinpoint**

**Target ID Cursor Segments:** 20
**Iron Discrimination Segments:** 44
**Notch Discrimination:** Preset
**Search Modes:** 3
**Sensitivity/Depth Adjustments:** 8
**Electronic Pinpointing:** YES
**Frequency:** 18 kHz, adjustable
**Audio Tone ID Levels:** 3
**Standard Searchcoil:** 5” x 8” DD PROformance™
**Length (Adjustable):** 43” to 56” (1.09m - 1.4m)
**Total Weight:** 2.8 lbs. (1.27 kgs.)
**Batteries:** 4 AA (included)
**Battery Condition Indicator:** YES
**Warranty:** 2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor

Visit garrett.com for “From the Field” and training videos.
Excellent target separation, detection depth can bring "hunted out" sites back to life with an AT Pro™!

Scott H. of England with the hoard of silver Roman coins he found with his AT-Pro International.

Silver Celtic coin found by Simon R. of Slovenia
AT PRO™ INTERNATIONAL KEY FEATURES

★ Pro Mode Audio: Proportional Audio and Tone Roll
Audio features allow user to hear subtle changes in target’s response to better judge its conductivity, size, shape, depth.

★ High-Res Iron Discrimination™: Allows user to set iron discrimination to one of 40 levels for precise ability to separate good targets from trash.

★ Digital Target ID: 0 to 99 Target ID scale offers increased ability to distinguish one target’s conductivity from another.

★ Iron Audio™: Allows the user to hear discriminated iron and to alter the detector’s mid-tone signal’s range.

★ Fast Recovery Speed: Allows greater ability to pick out good targets amongst trash.

★ All Terrain Versatility: Weatherproof housing designed for dusty, humid or wet environments; unit can be submerged to a maximum 10-foot depth.

- 15 kHz frequency: Improved detection of small targets, gold nuggets, jewelry, etc.


- Graphic Target Analyzer™ (GTA): Identifies target’s conductivity.

- Continuous Coin Depth Indicator: to determine target depth.

- Battery Condition Indicator: shows battery life continually.

Search Modes (Discrimination Patterns):
6 plus electronic pinpointing
• Select from Custom, Zero or Coins in Standard Mode or in Pro Mode
• Pinpoint

□ Target ID Cursor Segments 20
□ Iron Discrimination Segments 40
□ Notch Discrimination Adjustable
□ Search Modes 6 (3 Standard, 3 Pro modes)
□ Sensitivity/Depth Adjustments 8
□ Electronic Pinpointing YES
□ Frequency 15 kHz, user adjustable
□ Audio Tone ID Levels 3
□ Standard Searchcoil 8.5”x11” DD Performace™
□ Length (Adjustable) 43” to 56” (1.09m - 1.4m)
□ Total Weight 3.03 lbs. (1.4 kgs.)
□ Batteries 4 AA (included)
□ Battery Condition Indicator YES
□ Warranty 2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor

Visit garrett.com for “From the Field” and training videos
Garrett’s Exclusive Graphic Target Imaging™ (GTI) shows actual SIZE and DEPTH of target!

See page 38 for EAGLE EYE DEPTH MULTIPLIER PACKAGE SAVINGS.
GTI 2500 MULTI-COIL PRO-PACKAGE also available.

Cache of silver Celtic coins found in Europe

A GTI 2500 searcher recovers a find in the UK
**GTI 2500 KEY FEATURES**

- **Graphic Target Imaging™ (GTI):** shows true target size and depth (see pg. 36)
- **Graphic Target Analyzer™ (GTA):** identifies target's conductivity
- **All Metal, Non-Motion Deepseeking Mode:** provides greatest detection depth
- **True Digital Signal Processor™ (DSP):** improves discrimination accuracy
- **ScanTrack™:** optimizes treasure signals based on searchcoil swing speed
- **Ground Balance:** automatic and also manually adjustable
- **Automatic Ground Tracking:** detector automatically adjusts itself to ground mineralization for optimum performance.
- **Last Mode Switching:** switch from All-Metal into last-used discrim. mode
- **User-adjustable Volume, Threshold, Tone, Sensitivity, Discrimination**
- **Salt Elimination Aid:** eliminate interference caused by wetted salt sand at beach
- **Hip Mount Battery Pack:** reduces detector weight for long searches
- **FastTrack™ Ground Balance:** for use in All Metal Mode
- **Surface Elimination:** adjustable search aid ignores shallow items
- **LCD Backlight:** to illuminate LCD screen for improved visibility
- **External Speaker and Headphone Jack:** durable quarter-inch (1/4") size
- **Coin Alert Belltone Audio™:** Garrett sound for high conductivity targets

**Search Modes (Discrimination Patterns):** 6 plus electronic pinpointing
- All Metal  •  Zero  •  Jewelry  •  Custom  •  Relics  •  Coins  •  Pinpoint

---

**SEE TARGET SIZE AND DEPTH**

Spend less time digging trash and more time digging treasure

---

**TRUE ALL METAL MODE**

Provides maximum detection depth

---

**Instructional DVD included**

PN: 1678310

---

**Target ID Cursor Segments:** 24
**Iron Discrimination Segments:** 3
**Notch Discrimination:** Adjustable
**Search Modes:** 6 (plus Imaging/Pinpoint)
**Sensitivity/Depth Adjustments:** 18
**Electronic Pinpointing:** YES, with size/depth display
**Frequency:** 7.2 kHz, adjustable
**Audio Tone ID Levels:** 3
**Standard Searchcoil:** 9.5" PROformance Imaging
**Length (Adjustable):** 40" to 51" (1.01m - 1.29m)
**Total Weight:** 4.6 lbs. (2.1 kgs.)
**Batteries:** 8 AA (included)
**Battery Condition Indicator:** YES
**Warranty:** 2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor

GTI 2500 searchcoils and accessories, see page 28-30.

---

Jan V. of Slovakia (above) found this Roman design intaglio shown left

Visit garrett.com for “From the Field” and training videos
The Infinium Land & Sea delivers gold, relics and caches from the most difficult mineralized ground.

Old silver coin cache found by Charlie W. with his Infinium.
INFINIUM LS KEY FEATURES

★ Circuit type: Advanced Pulse Induction technology for automatic cancellation of salt/ground mineralization
★ Audio Threshold, Adjustable: adjust to user’s preference
★ User-adjustable Discrimination with quick Iron Check
★ Automatic Ground Track with 3 settings:
  - Slow — Use over slowly changing ground mineralization.
  - Lock — Locks ground track setting; use for most ground conditions and offers maximum depth.
  - Fast — Use over extreme or quickly changing ground mineralization.
★ User-adjustable Frequency: adjust to reduce interference
★ Volume control: on land headphones (included)
★ Salt Elimination Aid: eliminate interference of salt mineralization at beach
★ Hip Mount Battery Pack: reduces detector weight for long searches
★ Battery Life: Alkaline (included), 10-15 hours. Battery recharger for AC and automobile included.

Search Modes:
- Motion All Metal with adjustable PI discrimination
- Land headphones included PN: 2202400

INFINIUM LS Technical Specifications:
- Multiple Frequency Technology 96 frequencies
- Circuit Type Advanced Pulse Induction
- Discrimination Full Range (PI)
- Search Modes Motion, All Metal Deepseeking with Adjustable PI discrimination
- Detection Frequency 730 pulses per second, adjustable
- Submersion Depth 200 feet (65m); (underwater headphones required)
- Standard Searchcoil 10”x14” PROformance™ DD
- Standard Land Headphones Included; weight 16 oz. (.45 kgs.)
- Length (Adjustable) 28” to 52” (.71m - 1.32m)
- Total Weight 5.5 lbs. (2.5 kgs.) stem-mounted, 3.8 lbs. (1.72 kgs.) hip-mounted
- Control Housing 31 oz. (.88 kgs.)
- Detector Buoyancy Near neutral
- Batteries 8 AA (included); rechargeables included
- Warranty 2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor
- Infinium LS searchcoils and accessories, see page 28-30.
Ideal for oceans, beaches, lakes and all waterways!

Master treasure hunter
Sir Robert Marx with recovered Spanish coins
Includes:
- Submersible headphones
- Belt pouch

**SEA HUNTER MARK II KEY FEATURES**

★ **Circuit type:** Pulse Induction technology for automatic cancellation of salt/ground mineralization
★ **Discrimination Modes:** Two operating modes (Standard or Discrete) offer varying levels of non-ferrous target discrimination.
  - Discrete Trash Elimination: use to eliminate most pull tabs and foil without significantly degrading sensitivity for rings and coins.
  - Standard Trash Elimination: provides the deepest possible detection; allows a very slow searchcoil sweep in areas with little trash.
★ **Audio Threshold, Adjustable:** adjust to user’s preference
★ **User-adjustable Elimination control**
- Hip Mount Belt/Pouch: reduces detector weight for long searches
- Independently sealed battery compartment
- **Search Mode:** Non-Motion All Metal Deepseeking Mode with Full Range PI discrimination

**OPERATING DEPTH TO 200 FEET**

**SUPERIOR SALT ELIMINATION ABILITY**

**DISCRIMINATION, FULL RANGE (PI)**

- Multiple Frequency Technology: 22 frequencies
- Circuit Type: Pulse Induction
- Discrimination: Full Range (PI)
- Search Modes: 3
- Detection Frequency: 750 pulses per second, adjustable
- Submersion Depth: 200 feet (65m); (underwater headphones required)
- Standard Searchcoil: 8” PROformance mono searchcoil
- Submersible Headphones: Included
- Length (Adjustable): 28” to 52” (.71m - 1.32m)
- Total Weight: 5.1 lbs. (2.3 kgs.) stem-mounted
- Control Housing: 31 oz. (.88 kgs.)
- Detector Buoyancy: Near neutral
- Batteries: 8 AA (included)
- Warranty: 1 Year, Limited Parts/Labor

*Sea Hunter searchcoils and accessories, see page 28-30.*

Visit garrett.com for “From the Field” and training videos.
The versatile EuroACE is ideal for coin shooting, relic hunting, prospecting, organized rallies, beach hunting and more.

The EuroACE offers a higher frequency, a powerful DD searchcoil and improved ability to separate good targets from trash.
EUROACE KEY FEATURES

- **Enhanced Iron Resolution™**: allows more control of iron discrimination levels; helps separate good targets from adjacent junk iron.
- **Powerful new DD searchcoil**: provides greater detection depth and performance in mineralized grounds and excellent scanning coverage.
- **Higher Frequency**: offers improved ability to detect low- and mid-conductivity items (i.e., gold nuggets, jewelry, lead relics)
- **Volume Control Headphones**: included with purchase
- **Electronic Pinpointing**: to precisely locate target and speed recovery
- **Notch Discrimination**: to modify discrimination patterns
- **Five Search Modes**: select pre-set discrimination pattern or create your own
- **Continuous Coin Depth Indicator**: to determine target depth
- **Battery Condition Indicator**: shows battery life continually
- **Interchangeable ACE series searchcoils**: are available
- **Other features**: One-Touch operation; 3-piece travel/storage, disassembles to 24”; adjustable arm cuff; quarter-inch (1/4”) size headphone jack.

Search Modes (Discrimination Patterns): 5 plus electronic pinpointing

- Zero
- Jewelry
- Custom
- Relics
- Coins
- Pinpoint

ENHANCED IRON DISCRIM
THREE TIMES THE IRON RESOLUTION OF AN ACE 250

HIGHER FREQUENCY AND LARGE DD SEARCHCOIL

ALL-PURPOSE VERSATILITY

INCLUDED WITH PURCHASE: ACE Environmental Cover-Up, Garrett™ ClearSound Easy Stow Headphones, Garrett All-Purpose Backpack, and Instructional DVD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target ID Cursor Segments</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Discrimination Segments</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notch Discrimination</td>
<td>Adjustable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search Modes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity/Depth Adjustments</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Pinpointing</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>8.25 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Tone ID Levels</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Searchcoil</td>
<td>8.5” x 11” DD PROformance™</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (Adjustable)</td>
<td>42” to 51” (1.06m - 1.29m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Weight</td>
<td>2.8 lbs. (1.27 kgs.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batteries</td>
<td>4 AA (included)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warranty</td>
<td>2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EuroACE searchcoils and accessories, see page 28-30.
Detectorists enjoying a rally in Spain

High performance and features at a very popular price!

See page 38 for ACE 250 SPORTS PACK SPECIAL SAVINGS
ACE 250 KEY FEATURES

★ Electronic Pinpointing: to precisely locate target and speed recovery
★ Notch Discrimination: to modify discrimination patterns
★ Five Search Modes: select pre-set discrimination pattern or create your own
• Continuous Coin Depth Indicator: to determine target depth
• Battery Condition Indicator: shows battery life continually
• Interchangeable ACE series searchcoils: are available
• Expanded Target ID Legend: easy-to-read above large LCD screen
• Pushbutton Controls: with One-Touch operation
• Other features: 3-piece travel/storage, disassembles to 24”; adjustable arm cuff; quarter-inch (1/4”) size headphone jack.

Search Modes (Discrimination Patterns): 5 plus electronic pinpointing
- All Metal (Zero) • Jewelry • Custom • Relics • Coins • Pinpoint

“With their excellent performance and low prices, it’s no surprise that our ACEs have become the world’s most popular metal detectors.”

Charles Garrett

ACCEPT/REJECT NOTCH DISCRIMINATION

ELECTRONIC PINPOINT

BIG FEATURES, UNBEATABLE PRICE!
EXCELLENT DETECTION DEPTH, RUGGED DESIGN AND EASY TO OPERATE.

Target ID Cursor Segments 12
Iron Discrimination Segments 2
Notch Discrimination Adjustable
Search Modes 5 (plus Pinpoint)
Sensitivity/Depth Adjustments 8
Electronic Pinpointing YES
Frequency 6.5 kHz
Audio Tone ID Levels 3
Standard Searchcoil 6.5” x 9” PROformance™
Length (Adjustable) 42” to 51” (1.06m - 1.29m)
Total Weight 2.7 lbs. (1.2 kgs.)
Batteries 4 AA (included)
Warranty 2 Year, Limited Parts/Labor

ACE 250 searchcoils and accessories, see page 28-30.